In order to share our current and future business prospect and maintain a closer relationship
with our business partners, we are glad to announce that a Newsletter will be posted in our web
quarterly which aims to provide you most useful product news and moves.

Right Technology at the Right Time for the Right Task
Hong Kong Government understands that to facilitate the use of IT, the most effective learning
environment can emerge. In this circumstance, two main technological trends that can shape the
learning environment have been identified:
1) The first trend is the use of web-based environment for collaboration and sharing;
2) The other is “learning anywhere, anytime.”
Certain funding has been offered to all Kindergarten, Elementary School, High Schools and
Colleges who can meet the requirements. Our products, XSCHOOL & i-pol exactly can give some
further solutions for the following two main technological trends.

Our New Products – XSCHOOL & i-pol
XSCHOOL is a professional database system, facilitating school’s day-to-day operations. It helps
on simplifying school administrative work and enhances the internal communication.
i-pol is an evolutionary learning solution designed to make learning English more fun and easy for
all secondary students. It consists of an easy-to-use e-learning platform, comprehensive and
carefully designed learning modules including Oral, Listening, Reading, Writing and Grammar &
Practical Skills for students with different levels of proficiency.
For more information, kindly visit our website or contact our sales team. A Free Trial version can
be sent out upon request.

Schedule on Launching XCLASS 10.0 & DLL 5.0
XCLASS 10.0 & DLL 5.0 will be launched in November 07, and both support Windows Vista. Here
highlight some enhanced features:

XCLASS 10.0
 Support Windows Vista platform.
 "Disable Web" - Teachers can allow student to browse specific web under teachers’ control;
teachers can add, delete and modify the list by himself/herself.
 "Phone Call". - Teachers can join the conversation on his/her request when their students are
making a phone call.
 “Add & Delete Group” – Teachers can easily arrange grouping in a flexible way.
 “Student Monitor” - Teachers can preset the student monitor as per their own preference.

DLL 5.0
 Support Windows Vista platform.
 "MP3 Support" – Voice recording added now.
We are pleased to send the Trial version to all our distributors for demonstration and definitely the
latest progress will keep updated to you.

Upcoming Event
We will exhibit in the Japan Education Fair 2007 which to be held at Tokyo Big Sight from 14th to
16th November 2007. We have great honor to invite all of you to join us, and let us demonstrate
our new products to you in this valuable opportunity. Free guest pass can be available upon
completion of the registration at the below link:
https://www.digi-k.com/exhibit/jizen/sch2007/pre_sch07_jp.php?exno=790030240d096a9
Please contact our marketing team if you have any enquiry and we do look forward to seeing you
there.
This is the first Newsletter from Sun-Tech and we do hope that we will have more Newsletters in
the coming future. Hope that it can help you understand the latest development of Sun-Tech and if
you have any feedback or comment about it, please feel free to contact us.

